
The Year in Film 2005
By Jim McManus

It’s been bugging me for months.  Why did I not hate Deuce Bigalow:  European Gigolo?  I mean, what's 

there to like?  Let's review the laundry list of hate factors, shall we?

1. Sequel

2. Sequel to a bad first film

3. Best stuff is in the preview (Eddie Griffin's souped-up boat)

4. Best stuff is simply a retread of another film's joke (souped-up 747 in Soul Plane) 

5. SNL vehicle

6. SNL vehicle for weak SNL regular 

7. Puerile screenplay

8. Puerile sexual screenplay

Any one of those factors by itself can make me hate a movie.  And then there's the subtle stuff, like the 
title "European", but all the action takes place in Amsterdam, and the poster – which depicts Italy only 
to get a cheap sexual innuendo in.  Ah, what writing.
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And yet, it was loads better than say, White Chicks.  Why?  Rob Schneider can no more carry a film than, 
say, Tim Meadows can. His lone cinematic contribution is being the idiot who yells "you can do eeeet!" 
during every Adam Sandler travesty.

While White Chicks aimed, shot and missed badly on the following huge 
targets: white people, black people, rich people, women, the FBI, etc. 
Deuce Bigalow seems only to have scoped out gigolos and their clientele.  
Each doorbell Deuce rings incites such a Pandora's Box of social and 
physical pariahdom that can only infer that gigolos are pathetic and those 
who use their services cannot get a man any other way.  While I'm fairly 
certain neither of those statements are true, I know nothing of the venue, 
hence no offense taken (a clear advantage to Deuce over White Chicks).  If 
gigolos want to call this the worst film ever made, feel free; it's your right.

I hate to say it, but there were also some nice touches in European Gigolo.  
Eddie Griffin's disguises had an outrageous Clouseau-esque feel to them.  
We also get a montage of Deuce helping his clientele with their various 
maladies.  It was awful to put "penis-nose woman" on the screen… but it was nice to see Deuce help her 
get a nose job.  White Chicks just wanted to get the Wayans brothers laid – on and off screen.  Perhaps I 
infer too much there, but I doubt it.

Look, I'm not saying this film had a great deal of merit, or should have been made, but the fact is if you 
locked me in a Deuce II/White Chicks only theater, I'd probably watch European Gigolo twice before 
staring at the popcorn machine for the rest of the night.

It still seems strange to want to argue the merits of a very bad film.  There's only one possible 
conclusion: in a year that celebrated mediocrity like few before it, perhaps it's fitting that the screenplay 
earmarked for "worst film of the year" creep slightly above Hollywood's own Mendoza line, so to speak.

So why did I bother discussing Deuce II?  Because that's how much respect I have for Golden Globe 
winners (and assumed Oscar frontrunners) Brokeback Mountain and Walk the Line, neither of which I 
would recommend to movie goers, gay cowboys or even Johnny Cash himself.

By the way – If you can get used to the idea that over the next 10,000 words I'm going to attack 
whatever you liked in 2005, we can get along fine here together.

Now let's get on with it.
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THE WORST FILMS OF 2005

 Æon Flux (Dishonorable mention)
Have you ever asked yourself "how hard can it be to make a decent film?"  I have.  Æon Flux is a lesson 
for all us dreamers.  You've got Charlize Theron, who is quite attractive, can act, and wears skimpy or 
tight clothing around constantly.  You've got a funky Orwellian future world with a diabolical leader.  
You've got marvelous production design.  You've got a fascinating subplot involving a population crisis.  
You've got stunning future innovations like explosive lapdog ball bearings, attack-grass (you read that 
right) and monkey-paw limb substitution.  And with so much going for it, Flux fails magnificently.

And it's not just that Æon Flux is bad – it's really, really 
bad.  Where did they go wrong?  I guess you start with 
the narration.  To the director (Karen Kusama) and the 
writers (Phil Hay and Matt Manfredi): go watch Soylent 
Green.  If you can't set up your future world in two 
sentences and a stinger, you've lost the audience already.  
Watch Chronicles of Riddick by contrast – the Judi Dench 
narrative needs a translator and a moderator "two 
minutes Ms. Dench".  Æon's intro immediately reminds 
one of the latter.   

The biggest problem, here, however, seems to be motivation.  It's not hard to figure out what's going on 
– but why it's going on is an absolute mystery.  People are killed; people attack; people defend; people 
explain; people plot all with motivations that don't seem to be leading towards any intended goal.  It's 
easy to stop caring what goes on.  The rest is just an exercise in filmmaking.  It's harder than it looks.

Charlize Theron plays the title character, an athletic sophisticated super assassin, a stark contrast to her 
death-row white trash Monster persona and her recent depiction of a mentally-challenged English tart 
on the show "Arrested Development".   In The Silence of the Lambs, the villain challenges "Clarice, doesn't 
this scattering of sites seem desperately random, like the elaboration of a bad liar? Ta. Hannibal Lecter." 
I feel like Charlize Theron's recent career choices are "desperately random", are they not?  Do actresses 
have more profitable or longer careers by showing beauty or range?  I could make a case for either – I'd 
love to see a paper on this subject.

BAD SEQUELS

Be Cool
The highly anticipated revisit to Chili Palmer's world seems to have been made for exactly one reason – 
to get John Travolta and Uma Thurman back on the dance floor.  Save yourself the aggravation and 
rewatch Pulp Fiction. 
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XXX: State of the Union

Deuce Bigalow: European Gigolo

Miss Congeniality 2

Son of the Mask
Without Jim Carrey, this film could strive, at best, for "half-assed".  As is, it falls shy of half-assed by 
exactly one cheek.

THE WORLD OF CONDOMLESS HUMOR

Cheaper by the Dozen 2 & Yours, Mine & Ours
30 young ‘uns, zero winning jokes.  Doncha think it's just a tad irresponsible to advocate having ten or 
more children?

BAD SPORTS REMAKES

Fever Pitch
Finally, finally, finally.  For years, I've been asking "when are they gonna make a romantic comedy in 
which you don't like either person?"  And I finally have my answer… and you know what bugs me the 
most about this film?  The sports stuff.

Pitch is fiction set against a biographical background (much like Titanic or JFK); every Boston Red Sox 
game in the film was "real".  Except for one.  The key moment in the relationship between Lindsey 
(Drew Barrymore) and Ben (Jimmy Fallon) is paced by a game which never happened (the Sox 8-7 
comeback victory over the Yankees late in the season).  In 2004, the Boston Red Sox won the World 
Series for the first time since 1918.    In doing so, they became the first-and-only team in baseball history 
to win a best-of-seven-series after being down 3-0 in games.  And they did it over their hated rival (and 
the most celebrated team in baseball history), the New York Yankees.  In doing so, they also broke the 
most celebrated curse in sports, one inspired by a deal with those same Yankees.  This story did not need 
embe%ishing!  Farrelly brothers: your film is already a remake; if you can't find a way to fit your lover's 
angst into this reality, then stop writing for films, you lazy bastards.   

The Bad News Bears & The Longest Yard
Gotta hand it to these guys, when told to remake a film, they take it to heart.  I'm not talking "well, this 
and the original are the same basic story, like Kong or Wonka."  I'm talking "you made the same goddamn 
film!"  I'm talking, "you could re-edit the films with each other and not get lost."  – except both remakes 
are tamer.  In this Bad News Bears, Tanner, Raheem, Amanda, Kelly and Engleberg are all just a little 
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blander, a little more white bread.  In this Longest Yard, Paul Crewe is relieved of his "life-sentence" 
threat.  Cheap.  Booooooooo.  You can't do eeeet.

Most shocking similarity between these films and the originals:  In The Longest Yard, there is still the 
"ball retrieval/should the guard shoot Paul Crewe?" scene.  In Bears, Kelly Leek joins in the same way and 
for the same reason.

Biggest difference between these films and the originals:  In Yard, Caretaker is now black.  In Bears, 
Amanda now wears #7.

I was first introduced to Richard Linklater in 1991 when my roommates forced me to watch Slacker, a 
film that introduced over a dozen bad story lines.  Since then, I have had many thoughts on Linklater – 
but from the helplessly romantic Before Sunrise to the absolutely fascinating Waking Life to the 
willingness to indulge in Jack Black's fantasy world in The School of Rock, I never would have guessed that 
this man was somebody content to copy from his neighbor's paper.  Shame on you, Richard.

If you are in the mood for any of these three movies, go find the original; it was the same film, only 
better.

Constantine (Dishonorable mention)
In my theater, the film broke 75 minutes in and I honestly hoped they wouldn't fix it.  Why do movies 
about the Netherworld always blow?   Are we too fearful to predict our future?  

Ever notice Keanu Reeves always plays opposite pure evil?  We all know he's not much of an actor, but 
it's easier to come off as heroic when confronted with evil instead of, say, a peer or a lover.  Man, Reeves’ 
agent is a genius.

THE BOTTOM 10

10. The Family Stone
I am so glad films like this exist. Sometimes you hear the lyrics to "Piano Man" and you say to yourself, 
"gee, how hard could acting be?"  And then you see this insincere, unconvincing, paint-by-numbers, 
failed attempt at comedrama and it reminds me why I never want to be an actor.  You just wanna take 
the entire cast, shake it up, and say "People!  Did you not read the script?  Have you not seen the dailies?  
You're in a bad film.  Please stop acting.  It's embarrassing for us all."  

As for Stone itself, isn't it great when a dysfunctional family isn't really dysfunctional?  And isn't it great 
when a group is so PC, they have to import controversy?  And isn't it great when a tragedy ties up all the 
loose ends for the family members who don't die?  
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I wish that films could be personified, because if I saw The Family Stone walking down the street, I‘d 
kick it in the Family Jewels and walk away satisfied this time.

9. The Brothers Grimm
Decidedly a Terry Gilliam.  It was like Twelve Monkeys, except for the intrigue.  
And like Brazil, except for the social commentary.  And like Holy Grail, except for 
the humor.  And like Baron Munchausen, except for the hyperbole.  In other 
words, Grimm was just like every other Terry Gilliam film, except that it blew.

Grimm also violates one of the prime commandments of film: if you've got one 
of People's top 50 sexiest on screen, don't hide him with funky glasses and weird 
facial hair: 

8. Two for the Money
Oh goody.  Another "Anti-Gambling" film without a bad ending – hence, no lesson learned.  

Suppose Matthew McConaughey pissed off God, and as a result God removed McConaughey from 
moviedom.  Would you miss him?  Suppose God also took away every McConaughey movie already 
made.  Would you miss any of that?  I suppose I'd miss Frailty, but not for McConaughey.  As for his 
removal, I'm quite certain that Josh Lucas or Marky Mark or a cardboard cutout of Patrick Dempsey 
could easily fill the void.

7. Kicking & Screaming
Wow, Will Ferrell has already made it to the "phoning it in" stage of his career.  That was quick.  Lessee, 
Ferrell officially became a star with Old School, release date 2/21/03.  Kicking & Screaming was released 
5/13/05.  That was a turnover of 27 months.  Awesome.  I doubt that's a record, but what is a standard 
period of time between "new stardom" and "phoning it in"?  I'd love to see a paper on the subject, too.

Whose great idea was it to give non-actor Mike Ditka a big part?  At the end of the day, I wonder how 
Iron Mike feels about endorsing soccer, a sport in which professionals often fake injuries to draw 
penalties.  I hear that goes over well in the NFL.

6. Get Rich or Die Tryin' 
Belongs on the worst list for the ad campaign alone.

5. Rent
I actually looked up Idina Menzel.   Why?  Because Idina, playing Maureen Johnson – if that is, indeed, 
your character's real name – is my miscast of the year.  Imagine my surprise to discover she had been 
nominated for a Tony for this very role.  Are there no standards for stage?  In Rent, Menzel plays the 
egocentric vixen vertex of a love triangle.   It is my experience that people of this sort have some sort of 
attractive draw, like being pretty or sultry or charming or seductive or funny, that makes you want to 
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date them.  Rent shows the conviction to bypass that assumption.  
I don't want to get stuck here, but for every decent Hollywood 
role, there are, literally, about 1,000 people who could do the part 
justice.  Of these 1,000, there are only, maybe, 10-20 who have 
name recognition enough to pull at the box office, but these 
people cost money.  Miscasts most often happen when a name 
actor takes a role (s)he can't handle, like Michael Gambon as 
Dumbledore.  Rent managed to avoid the pricey people and still 
miss-hit from among the 980 that remained.  Good job.

This collected bemoaning of the educated-but-undernourished centers around the most narcissistic, 
self-indulgent and loathsome piece of performance art (again, Menzel, center-stage) since JJ's show in 
the comic strip "Doonesbury".  Why would you do that?  

It's painful how much this play wants to be Hair.  Hair, however, had much better music and a pride 
based on the understanding that its characters were constantly fighting "The Man".  I get the distinct 
impression that the Rent cast wants to be The Man in a different form.

Early in Rent there's a very good soft ‘n sexy number involving candles (between Rosario Dawson and 
Adam Pascal) which fooled me into thinking this film might be a treat.  In retrospect, I am pissed at 
what a teaser this scene was… why was this the best directed moment, followed by two full hours of 
obsequious, sanctimonious crap?  Why does the only hetero couple in the film get the sexy scene?  We're 
adults; we can handle sexy candle stuff with homosexual couples, can't we?

4. Monster-in-Law

3. The Honeymooners
If this dung pile in any way shape or form resembled the original TV show, then I owe an apology to a 
great many who only had this for televised entertainment.

2. Doom
Now pay close attention, because I don't want to have to go over this again:  

Video games were not meant to be movies.  

Video game characters are deliberately underwritten.  Why?  Because you are Laura Croft, you are Super 
Mario, you are Ms. Pacman.  You supply whatever motivation there is for crossing that Frogger pond or 
blowing up Pooka and Fygar.  When an actor has to play a video game character, he has two options: add 
a personality, which threatens any game player's view of the character (which alienates the target 
audience) or underplay the character for universal blandness (which alienates the target audience).  

Doom's best sequence comes late in the movie in which we get a video simulation of the game itself on 
the big screen.  Yippee, autoplay.  
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1. The Dukes of Hazzard
I want to talk a bit about costuming.  It's not generally an important part of movie-making, but it can 
make the difference between a great film and a legendary film (as in the Lord of the Rings trilogy) and – if 
you have a bad film – it can stand out as a key example of "how we know your film sucks".  First of all, in 
the second half of this smattering, Bo Duke (Seann William Scott), a Southern redneck with the IQ of a 
garden slug, wears a Led Zeppelin shirt exclusively.  Why?  No reason given.   Bo's rival, a professional 
NASCAR driver named Dil (Michael Roof) seems so insecure that he wears his professional NASCAR 
jacket around in every scene.  Funny, the NASCAR products I've seen are shamelessly promoted by 
sponsors like Home Depot and Excedrin.  Yet Dil's jacket is plugged by McDonald's and Coca-Cola.  
Hmmmm.  But you had to be there for this one – Boss Hogg (Burt Reynolds) is addressing a throng of 
off-road racing enthusiasts.  He leans to introduce the man on his left and I swear he's gonna say "Joe 
Don Baker", but instead announces "the Governor of Georgia".  You see, we can tell JDB is The Guv 
because he's sporting an American flag tie.  What else would a governor wear?  

It was pointed out to me that the only Hazzard costuming that mattered was Jessica Simpson's; hence, I 
read an interview in which Jessica Simpson talks about how she selected her shorts for the movie and it 
occurred to me that this is how it happened for 
everybody.  There was no costumer; director Jay 
Chandrasekhar simply said, "Just show up in what 
looks ok to you" to all his actors.  That makes a lot 
more sense than any paid employee making the 
conscious decision to put the Governor of Georgia 
in an American flag tie for the benefit of greeting a 
local horde.

This movie is an absolute mess.  Where to start?  
Well there's non-actress Jessica Simpson, playing 
the local vixen.  She works a bar and beats some 
sense into a rude patron early on for treating her as 
a sex object.  An hour later, she's using her body to 
gain information.  Where's the Church Lady when you need her?  Apparently some of us are only sex 
objects when it's convenient.  The conclusions range from "nice example for your target audience" to 
"worse than a whore".  I'll let you decide how to handle it.

Then there's the Duke's Uncle Jesse, played by Willie Nelson.  Two decades of repressed memories have 
managed to erase Willie's weak cameos from my memory, but he is so bad here that he could have 
ruined this film by himself.  It is amazing to think this man has ever been on the other side of a camera; 
his comic timing rivals that of your average four-year-old.  His screen presence is every bit as strong as 
Kathy Ireland's, without the looks.  I'm serious here: Dukes would have been better if, instead of giving 
camera time to Willie Nelson, they had exhumed the original Uncle Jesse (Denver Pyle) and shown his 
rotting corpse with subtitles instead.
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And then there are the Duke boys, Bo and Luke (Johnny Knoxville).  The original Dukes was not a good 
TV show.  Puerile, condescending and often stupid, it could offend many levels of intelligence.  But it 
lasted.  And the one reason it lasted was the integrity of the Duke boys.  It was a puerile, condescending, 
often stupid and libido-driven integrity, but it was there.  John Schneider and Tom Wopat managed to 
look noble on the TV set from time-to-time.  Scott and Knoxville are idiots.  Jackasses as it were.  These 
fellas have no sense of nobility or integrity.  In between B & E's at college campuses, reckless and 
horribly contrived car stunts and blowing crap up, these guys mostly behave like dicks.  Without the 
word "Jackass" in the title, why should anybody pay to see that?

Discussion questions:

• Are Atlanta Sororities never policed?

• Do you know any svelte attractive collegiate woman who, when towel clad, greet intruders with a big 
smile and encourage them to break in on her towel-clad friends?  (Could you introduce me?)

• Who thinks rednecks passing for Japanese is funny?

• How do the Atlanta police lose a bright orange numbered charger with a Confederate Flag painted on 
the roof?

• Why is it two morons whose grasp of history is equal to that of Beavis and Butthead's have a 
Confederate Flag on their roof?

• Why would the movie itself ask these questions and not answer them? 

WORST SCENES OF 2005

• Rent: (Tie) "Today 4 U" musical number & Maureen's performance art.  Cannot decide which scene I 
would rather wipe, Eternal Sunshine-wise, from my memory. 

• Meredith Morton (Sarah Jessica Parker) at the Family Stone dinner table.  In a year which found 
Ashton Kutcher telling racist jokes at an all-black dinner table (Guess Who?), somehow that bit of 
uneasiness was trumped by Meredith's unending plea of "wouldn't you rather not have a gay, deaf, not-
raised-by-a-mixed-race-couple child?"  Of all the bad scenes in 2005, this is the only one that made me 
wish to leave the theater.

• John Travolta lecturing Stephen Tyler on the latter's musical inspiration (Be Cool).  :shudder:  You know 
what?  I'm gonna go find Eric Clapton and tell him the real reason he wrote "Tears in Heaven".

• The "lets all go to the courthouse" scene in Dukes of Hazzard (as orchestrated by Jessica Simpson, 
Kevin Heffernan and Alice Greczyn).  Worst.Direction.Ever.
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RANDOM THOUGHTS

How low have our cinematic comedic standards fallen?  Sidney Poitier and Spencer Tracy (Guess Who's 
Coming to Dinner?) have been replaced by Ashton Kutcher and Bernie Mac. ‘Nuff said.

I didn't hate it, which is about the best that can be said: Kingdom of Heaven, Elizabethtown.  Can Orlando 
Bloom carry a film?  Most of my readers will almost certainly answer "no", but I say the jury is still out.

Saved by a good ending:  The Ice Harvest, Derailed, Fun with Dick and Jane, The Cave.

Please to explain: what princess was Anne Hathaway in Brokeback Mountain?

New Zealand must have the most eclectic set of neighborhoods on Earth these days: check it out, 
there's Hobbiton, there's Minas Tirith and there's New York City.

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The Corpse Bride: how do you know when Tim Burton is going 
through the motions?

You can dress her up as bounty hunter Domino Harvey; you can give her a tough look and tough lines, 
but when she smiles, she still looks like the newlywed in Love, Actua%y.  It's called acting, Keira – look 
into it.

Best line in a bad film: "Ok, I'm going to start drinking now". – Chris Brander (Ryan Reynolds), Just 
Friends, upon learning that he will be forced to spend the holidays with his family.   By the way, nice to 
see you again, Julie Hagerty.

Desperately in need of a better soundtrack: In Good Company.

I would never have guessed Jet Li was a real actor until I saw Unleashed.

A GOOD YEAR FOR

Jake Gyllenhaal
The overgrown muppet is now a star, and his 2005 work ensures that zillions of people in decades to 
come will discuss his body of work while mispronouncing his name.

Cillian Murphy
Batman Begins, Red Eye, Breakfast on Pluto.

Mickey Rourke
One of the great comebacks of all time.
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Peter Sarsgaard
Jarhead, Flightplan, The Dying Gaul, The Skeleton Key.  

War films
Or things that resemble war films.

A BAD YEAR FOR

Maggie Gyllenhaal
You're every bit as talented as your brother; now go find a career.

Rosario Dawson
Successful portrayals of either a prostitute (Sin City) or a stripper, sorry "exotic dancer", (Rent) often 
lead to work in not-so-major studios, ifyouknowwhatImean.

Jared Leto
Do you really want to be typecast as an addict?

Foreign Film

Steven Spielberg
Ok, that's not really fair.  If Steven Soderbergh or Tim Burton had put out Munich and War of the Worlds 
in one year, we'd practically be throwing awards their way.  But our standards for Spielberg are quite a bit 
higher.  In such a weak year, Spielberg had the ability to repeat his amazing 1993 feat of producing the 
top grossing film and the Best Picture.  And he came up well short of either mark.

War of the Worlds is a big budget Mystery Science Theater 3000 film, just like The Day A'er Tomorrow and 
Independence Day.  It's hard to take the screen seriously when you can't believe a single thing that's 
happening.  But for a chilling comparison, link your memory of Cruise entering the refugee town while 
driving the only working automobile with the stock footage of Katrina victims outside The Superdome.  
Spielberg practically predicted the scene.  Spooky.

Munich took the unfortunate tack of neutrality.  Again Spielberg shows his skill as a filmmaker, getting a 
good performance out of Eric Bana where both Ang Lee and Wolfgang Peterson failed miserably.  In a 
world in which major countries still don't acknowledge the Holocaust, however, universal approval 
doesn't exist; you may as well tell the point of view of Israel, the country that was singled out, 
embarrassed and crippled while the world watched the 1972 Summer Olympics.  I doubt very much that 
any Israeli assassin lost any sleep after taking out a Black September agent.   

Both these films felt rushed to get to the big screen.  So much potential; so little gain.
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THEMES OF 2005

Ill-fated romance: Brokeback Mountain, The New World, King Kong, Match Point.  That all of these films 
were released at Oscar time gives quality insight at to what studios think voters want to see.

Odd choices for mob boss: William Hurt (A History of Violence), Randy Quaid (The Ice Harvest), Bob 
Hoskins (Unleashed).

Terror returns to the airlines (finally!): Red Eye, Flightplan.

Runaway eyeballs: Brothers Grimm, Son of the Mask.

The troubles of Africa, as dictated by Whitey: The Interpreter, Lord of War, The Constant Gardener.

The troubles of the Middle East, as dictated by Whitey: Jarhead, Munich, Syriana. 

Biggest sigh of relief: Chicken Little turned out not to be a metaphor for Iraq intervention (although 
it was certainly headed there).  Important as it is to keep the United States electorate paranoid, so 
they'll keep voting Republican, it would have been criminal to pass this fear to the pre-teen crowd.  

ENJOYABLE FLUFF

King Kong
Peter Jackson has logged over thirteen hours of screen time in his last four films.  I wonder if his 
creditors ever wince about that: "You could split these films in half and rake in twice as much dough."  
Certainly the man knows how to fill a frame, and an hourglass.   

Jack Black should probably never be part of 
any serious or semi-serious film.

After all the CGI and the magnificent ape 
and the beauty-and-the-beast love story and 
all the unanswered questions – How do 
they lift the ape onto the boat?  What do 
they feed him?  How old is Kong?  Why 
does romantically-cynical Ann push a 
relationship she knows to be doomed? – 
I'm actually left wondering about the 
tommy-gun-to-the-giant-bugs scene.  This 

battle is lifted straight out of Top Secret!. And it is such an homage that I half expected the 
congratulatory sycophantic "MY MAN!" to follow.  If Pete is so willing to steal from a 20-year-old 
comedy, it makes me wonder if the outtakes will reveal that Kong has an amplifier that goes to "11".   
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The metaphor of Kong

King Kong has been around in various forms for 72 years now, but it wasn't until Aaron McGruder's 
"Boondocks" cartoon strips from a week ago that I actually wondered if the big lug was supposed to be 
anything other than a big lug.

Peter Jackson is too talented a director, this is too involved a film and, bottom line, Kong – like the 
Titanic – is just too freaking huge not to stand for something.  The question is: what does Kong 
symbolize?  

First off, I dislike any comparison of Kong to black or African-American men.  It is the "obvious" path, I 
suppose – Kong is black, he was THE MAN in his primitive culture before being ripped away from it, 
not unlike slavery was introduced to the Western Hemisphere. Powerful, yet tender as King Kong is, 
this represents an extremely condescending and racist viewpoint, especially as the white man still gets to 
be white.  If Kong stands for interracial love, think about what a message that sends: the Beast is 
champion of all the giant nasty creatures around, and yet one blonde Barbie doll and he's suddenly John 
Tesh; what's up with that?  Also, the fear and anger that arises from the situation is aimed directly at 
Kong – any true metaphor for aggression along interracial lines would show an attack of Ann Darrow as 
well.  You white girls are not allowed to love in that direction, either.  And, of course, times have 
changed – society is not nearly so fearful of interracial marriage as it once was.  Any modern telling of 
Kong would have to reflect a period in which New York City tried to be ok with the coupling.

How about King Kong as a metaphor for slavery?  Doesn't quite work either, does it?  You've taken the 
black man from his home, chained him and forced him to work for you – that part works… but Kong 
can't die then, can he?  Slavery might have died, but any true understanding of the situation would show 
a modern Kong adjusting to society – contributing while still occasionally pissed off that he was evicted 
and chained in the first place.  

Kong as a metaphor for racism? Well, Kong would never die then, would he?

As a metaphor for marriage in general, I think the message (all marriages or all Beauty & Beast coupling 
is doomed) is far too cynical for a Major Studio – that can't possibly have been the intention; I don't 
think it really works, either.  Surely marriages fall apart because couples indulge in their own 
incompatibility far more often than outside influences control the situation.

The best I can do is call Kong a metaphor for the natural world.  Not unlike the theme of Errol Morris 
indie Fast, Cheap & Out of Control or not-so-indie Jurassic Park – man's hubris makes him believe that the 
natural Beast is tamable, docile even if you just feed him the right stimulus.  But nature is always wild, 
and the only true way to tame the Beast is to kill him, either literally or metaphorically.  

If you have thoughts on the subject, I'd love to hear them.
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The Island
Ok, this wasn't a great, or even good film, but I do believe it deserves mention in the good fluff category.  
Why?  Because so often people say "why don't they remake bad movies?"  I have become very frustrated 
with lame remakes of classic film; I whole-heartedly applaud anybody, even Michael Bay, for saying Parts: 
The Clonus Horror showed not poor ideas, but poor execution; a better film was there.  He was right.  Of 
course, The Island is a Michael Bay, so the last half of the film devolved into blowing shit up, but until 
that point there was an interesting movie, evolved from a terrible one.

The 40 Year Old Virgin
Congratulations, you've managed to give away the 
plot and the ending in five words.  While rare, that's 
hardly a record.  Malcolm X did it in a word and a 
letter.  Gandhi did it in six letters.  Hoffa did it in 
five.  Nixon could have been five if he'd been 
assassinated.  Had JFK been about Kennedy's life, it 
would have done it in three.  The inevitable future 
will bring the standard: MLK.  Can you beat three?  
I don't think so.  How about if you don't use 
people's names?  Ah, now that's a challenge.  Rise 
and Fa% of the Roman Empire?  Certainly a giveaway, 
but far too long.  The Lonely Guy gets us to three 
words.  The Missing, The Sting and The Terminator are all good answers (although one might argue the plot 
is not obvious in any).  I don't think it can be done in one.  Happiness and Unbreakable and Loser and a 
dozen or more horror films, for example, hint at plot and ending, but are both far too amorphous 
concepts to be limited to one idea, and that's gonna happen with almost any single word.  Titanic is a 
name, and even if it weren't, you couldn't necessarily guess the plot, only the climax. Can you come up 
with a mythical film that gives away plot and ending in one non-proper noun?  Schaden)eude, maybe?  
Let me know what you come up with.

The Wedding Crashers
But once they stop crashing weddings, the film ceases being amusing.

You know, Crashers or Virgin might well be the funniest film of the year.  I weep for this generation.  
You're gonna grow up thinking Dumb & Dumber was hilarious and There's Something About Mary is the 
gold standard for comedy.  If you have either of these thoughts, go rent Airplane! or any Woody Allen 
pre-Annie Ha% film (they weren't all good, but they beat the Hell out of what comes out these days).  
Geez, even Annie Ha% itself would qualify as funnier than anything to come out this century.  

Other good fluff: Hitch, The Aristocrats, Just Like Heaven, Flightplan, Ro% Bounce, Four Brothers, Kung Fu 
Hustle.
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JIM DISSES YOUR FAVORITE 2005 FILM

I don't think any of the following were terrible films; they just weren't anywhere near worth the hype.  
You guys ought to be ashamed of yourselves for promoting any of the following as great:

Brokeback Mountain
Golden Globe for Best Picture, Drama

I quite honestly wish homosexual romances were more commonplace so that the general public could 
see how empty this film is.  Let me put it this way: all else being equal, if the central relationship in this 
gay cowboy romp had been hetero- instead of homo-, there's no way this film gets made.  None.

In the first scene, there's Ennis Del Mar (Heath Ledger) smoking, and Jack Twist (Jake Gyllenhaal) pulls 
up in a semi-functional truck.  They eye each other, but don't speak.  Jake starts shaving.  More eyeing.  
More cigarettes.  It continues.  A glance, a slight change of expression.  Another cigarette.  Uh oh.  The 
paid critic might come up with something on the order of "Ang Lee's direction paints a subtle 
masterwork of sumptuous beauty through repressed desire."  I, an unpaid critic, describe it more 
accurately as "hey, we didn't write anything here… could you guys act coy for a half hour or so?"

The occasional glance and repressed mood thing works on a small scale, but eventually, there has to be 
more to it.  Even Merchant-Ivory don't wait for the final 15 minutes to have the leads talk about their 
relationship.  Heath Ledger says almost nothing in this film, and mumbles 80% of what he does say 
which makes me believe the passion has been entirely physical.  That doesn't work for Emma Thompson 
or Nicole Kidman, why should these guys be able to get away with it?

That Brokeback has garnered so much attention speaks much more to the marginalization of all film in 
2005 than the quality of the work.

By the way, was it a good idea for your gay cowboy movie to be a homonym of "broke back mountin'"?  
That's just wrong. 

Cinderella Man
"An endearing story that wi% keep you at the edge of your seat, the  edge of a cheer, the edge of a tear." –  Ross Anthony, HOLLYWOOD 
REPORT CARD

I take all boxing movies with a grain of salt.  Why?  Boxing is the easiest metaphor in movies and it's 
darn near the easiest sport to choreograph (two people, minimal equipment, no projectiles).  For these 
reasons, boxing is and will continue to be the most commonly filmed sport.  

Cindere%a Man ain't bad. The metaphor is The Depression, which seems a good metaphor to battle in 
the ring.  But the initial riches-to-rags details are missing and the film is just a combination of a poor 
man's Rocky and Steven Soderbergh's King of the Hi%.
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The Constant Gardener
"This is one of the year's best films." – Roger Ebert, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

Tessa (Rachel Weisz) is at a British press conference being given by political office holding understudy 
Ralph Fiennes (Justin Quayle).  During the Q&A, Tessa goes a bit off topic and starts attacking the 
motivation for invading Iraq.  Then a strange thing happens, she starts losing an argument to a man who 
isn't fighting back.  The press around her then up and leaves as if they, in unison, agree with the 
unargued position.  Well, we all know how the UK press is legendary for its complicit, pro-status-quo 
behavior.  Reduced to tears and alone, Tessa is comforted by Justin in their first meeting.  

And thus Gardener has reduced a justification of the latest Iraq War to a 
"Meet Cute".  Therein lies both the strength and the weakness of the film: a 
desire to play a side and make a statement in a most realistic setting but 
with a reality that is a shade or two below kosher.  

The Constant Gardener plays a like a harder version of Erin Brockovich.  We 
know the villains, but they are untouchable, so this can only end badly – as 
foreshadowed by the casket during the opening credits.  Hence, the only 

thing left the movie really has to offer is weak red herring material – is Tessa having an affair?  Why and 
with whom?

Trust me, once you get the theme, the rest won't matter.

A History of Violence
"A gripping, incendiary, casua%y subversive piece  of work that marries pulp watchability with larger concerns without skipping a beat." – 
Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

This film must have the flimsiest premise of 2005.  In a nutshell: Tom Stall (Viggo Mortensen) owns a 
small town coffee shop.  When he kills some thuggish robbers, his actions attract the big city Mob who 
think Tom is one of theirs long lost.  Is Tom an ex-mob guy or not?  The question is settled and the 
movie ends 10 minutes later.  That's it… and 100% of what I just wrote is in the preview reel.  Basically, 
David Cronenberg took a half hour premise and squeezed it into 95 minutes.

Violence should have played more like In & Out, in which the answer to the big question opened up 
several new plot doors.  But it didn't.  It's not a bad film, but I can only recommend it to those who have 
a pathological need to see resolution from trailers.  There just ain't much here.

Howl's Moving Castle
"Miyazaki exerts a strong command over a wide-ranging story line and ski%fu%y seduces the viewer into deciphering the subtle motivations of 
the characters." – Richard James Havis, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Is anybody else tired of this stuff?  I don't mind characters conceived under the influence, but plots 
conceived under the influence do nothing for me.  Often in a Hayao Miyazaki film, the hero/heroine 
opens a door literally or figuratively, steps through and never returns, thus abandoning any plot or 
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character development up to that point.  That's ok, but when you find yourself, as a result, more 
interested in the motivations of a mute pogo stick than the heroine, that can't be a good sign for where 
the movie is headed.  Did this film actually end?  Because I couldn't really tell other than the credits 
started rolling.  

The Interpreter
"Thri%ers don't get much smarter" – Kirk Honeycutt, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Setup: The focal point of The Interpreter is the United Nations and a fictional, but believable, African 
Nation of Magambo, which also, I believe, is another term for poontang.  Mogambo is a violent place.  
People die all the time in this Third World political stomping ground.  

Action (I'm gonna rate each moment following on a 1-10 scale where 10 is certainly believable and 1 is 
Breakfast Club level unbelievability):

• A local Mogambo warlord and his companion, a fellow who keeps a list of the dead people he has 
personally seen, go alone to a remote location on the suggestion of a rival warlord.  (2)

• Two fellows discuss a murder plot on the floor of the UN General Assembly (boy, good thing that 
place isn't wired for sound or anything). (3)

• The CIA assigns protection to the Mogambo President in the form of a man still reeling from the 
death of his estranged wife two weeks earlier. (3)

• The death threat is in a language spoken by, at the very most, 100 people in the immediate area and 
yet the CIA/FBI can't seem to come up with a working suspect list. (2)

• They also seem to miss the fact that a custodial worker at the UN is Mogamban.  (1)

• The CIA allows a death threat victim confront the Mogamban man she believes killed her brother.  (2)

• The CIA fails to notice the fact that a witness to Mogomban violence just happens to enter the United 
States independently immediately prior to the Mogamban President's visit.  (3)

• The largest post 9-11 terrorist attack on American soil occurs without heavily influencing security 
standards in the area or the country. (-27)

DOESN'T ANYBODY DO THEIR HOMEWORK ANYMORE?!

Naturally, as a thriller, Sydney Pollack's film works better as an indictment of American Intelligence.  
Obviously, that's a pretty good target – they certainly have it comin'.    
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Match Point
"If ever there was a case to be made for an artist finding inspiration abroad, A%en's first foray out of New York makes a powerful argument." 
– Desson Thomson, WASHINGTON POST

So this is how it works?  Woody films in London and suddenly loses his sense of humor?  Match Point 
reminded me of at least two superior films: A Place in the Sun and Allen's own Crimes and Misdemeanors.  
It will remind you of some, too; there's not much new here.  Jonathan Rhys-Meyers invocation of Closer 
made me wonder if Jude Law was unavailable for this role.  This labored love triangle goes through a full 
five sets to make point about dumb luck.  A lot of movies have crucial moments hang on coin flips.  
That's nothing new.   But a Woody who never even tries to be funny?  That's new, and unfortunate. 

Memoirs of a Geisha
"It is a lush, blushingly romantic portrait of Asian culture as seen through a Western lens." – Amy Bianco%i, HOUSTON CHRONICLE

I sat through this thing thinking how much Ken Watanabe looks like Jimmy Smits:

The New World
"The New World is a poetic force at once wrenching and soothing." – Michael Booth, DENVER POST

Not a bad film, but Terrence Malick clearly erred in deciding to film the entire history of the Jamestown 
colony in real time.

Serenity  
"Serenity is a trim little picture of epic proportions." – Stephanie Zacharek, SALON.COM

I speak to you now as one who has seen every "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" episode at least twice.  Joss 
Whedon has done better.  We have a right to expect better.

I, too, wanted to love this film because of the respect I have for Whedon's work, but there just wasn't a 
great film there.  As action films go, the dialogue is certainly better-than-average, but the action isn't and 
neither is the plot.  You travel across space and time just so you can fight zombies.  That's the plot of 
Doom.  Color me unimpressed.
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The Skeleton Key
"A spe%binding chi%er." – Colin Covert, MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE

Much has been made about the surprise ending in this film, which I suppose was surprising if, say, you've 
been in a coma, or never watch television, or don't leave your house.  

You know what?  If you were shocked by Key's ending, you probably should hire a bodyguard before you 
do anything strenuous, like walk down the street, get up in the morning or look in the refrigerator.

March of the Penguins
"It's impossible to watch the emperor penguins in Luc Jacquet's sentimental but riveting documentary without feeling a tug of 
anthropomorphic kinship." – Stephen Holden, NEW YORK TIMES

Is it now?  The version I saw was about the life-cycle of freezing penguins.  

You ever notice how the-cuter-the-species, the-closer-to-extinction it is?  Pandas and koalas are the 
worst.  Limited diets and a real lack of interest in reproduction have doomed them to man's whim.  It's 
as if these guys said "cute is our defense mechanism, as we have developed nothing else".  A short way 
down on this list is penguins, who (lacking for claws, teeth, speed, camouflage or a dozen other useful 
Darwinian qualities) have figured out that survival equates to living where nothing else wants to. 

You're never going to get away from the fact that this is a movie 
about penguins.  It's never going to have a plot or drama or 
writing.  It is more interesting than it isn't, but at the end of the 
day, you have a B/B+ discovery channel offering.  Now we've 
discussed this before (with Open Water), it's reasonable to lower 
your standards for different media, but this was released in 
theaters, where people paid money.  Don't even try to tell me this 
was half as interesting as The 40 Year Old Virgin.  The Morgan 
Freeman touch was a coup, granted; the man could narrate my 
morning commute into two-star work, but that still wouldn't make 
it worth the price of admission.

Fact is, without individual isolation and tracking, which is damn 
near impossible with a species that all look the same (to us), this 
effort makes neither Grade A movie-making, nor Grade A science.
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Star Wars: Episode III – Revenge of the Sith
"This is by far the best film in the more recent trilogy, and also the best of the four episodes Mr. Lucas has directed. That's right: it's better 
than Star Wars." – A.O. Scott, NEW YORK TIMES

The only way I would be more disappointed by Sith is if I'd actually expected anything.  

Better than Star Wars?  Won't-dignify-that-with-a-response.

Tell you what; let's compare it to Jedi, which, thanks to the Ewoks, made it easily the weakest and most 
detestable of the original trilogy.  I say there's at least a dozen moments/devices in Jedi that beat 
anything in Sith.

Off the top of my head:

1. Jabba

2. Luke's fight with the pit monster

3. Jedi mind trick on the guy with snakes coming out of his head

4. Bounty collection for Chewbacca

5. Escape from Jabba

6. Death of Jabba

7. Hoverbike chase

8. "I love you"  "I know"

9. "Then I am a Jedi" (and Yoda's reaction)

10. "Sister…"

11. Ewoks fell the two-legged AT-AT thing

12. Death of the Emperor

Sith Sandwich doesn't have a single moment that ranks anywhere on that list.  Not one.  I might not have 
even hit upon my favorite or your favorite moment in Jedi.  And this is the black sheep of the original 
trilogy.

"You can't compare it to the original trilogy."  I don't see why not; that's the reason we're going to this 
thing, isn't it?  The Phantom Menace certainly didn't merit a sequel on its own.  This trilogy in its entirety 
ranks somewhere between Scream and Blade (and closer to Blade).  I see a third Resident Evil film is in 
the works.  That might be a suitable comparison, too.
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You want a real critique?  Fair enough:  No compelling story.  Anakin's transformation to Darth Vader is 
less believable than Harry Potter becoming Lord Voldemort.  Every scene with Natalie Portman is a 
waste of celluloid.  The last 45 minutes is simply an exercise of "Point A to Point B".  The political 
commentary is especially heavy-handed: "Only a Sith deals in absolutes." (yeah, this from a director who 
dressed a bad guy in all black for four movies)  "So this is how liberty dies – with thunderous applause."  
Gee, what are you trying to say here, George?  I can only conclude that those amazed by what they saw 
were going to be amazed by what they saw before they saw it.  There really wasn't much there.

Two closing thoughts on this tragedy: 

• I remember Jedi well, obviously.  I remember learning that Star Wars was a nine-part story.  I remember 
not being able to wait for more Star Wars movies.  I no longer care if episodes seven, eight or nine are 
made.  Other than tickets sold, they certainly wouldn't have any impact on moviedom.  

• Ewan McGregor had a lead role in five 2005 films (two animated): Robots, The Island, Valiant, Sith and 
Stay.  I saw all of them.  Stay, equally intriguing and tiresome, was the hardest to sit through.  The film 
was so rooted in the surreal that if you think about it, you might just conclude that nothing actually 
happened after the opening credits.  Upon reflection however, the only one I guarantee giving a miss 
in 2006 is Sith.

Go screw yourself, Lucas.
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Walk the Line
"A simply ste%ar, electric, musical biopic that joins the best ever made." – Jeff Otto, IGN.COM

Half.

That's the word that keeps coming back to me.  Half.  In some other year, maybe, this Johnny Cash 
biopic stood a chance of being at least recognized for a unique bit of art, but we are only one year 
removed from a 2005 Best Pic Nominee musical biopic, Ray, and thus Walk the Line tempts comparison 
and fails miserably.

I'd say Line fails in the round, in fact.  Half the drama; half the cinematography; half the music; half the 
tragedy; half the genius; half the innovation; half the direction; half the addiction; half the womanizing; 
half the name-dropping; half the performances; half the art; half the movie.  

Movies like this are often buoyed by dramatic 
musical performance, like Buddy Holly at the 
Apollo or The Doors putting together "Light 
My Fire".  There's plenty of music here, but 
the only truly moving number is Johnny's 
audition in Memphis.  And it's not moving 
because of Joaquin Phoenix, but because of 
the record producer 's pre-song speech.  
Johnny's Folsum prison gig should have been a 
hoot, but it wasn't.

As Joaquin Phoenix sounds nothing like Johnny Cash, I give him no credit for failing to lip-synch.  I 
didn't have a problem with his performance (I rank his Cash somewhere between Lou Diamond Phillip's 
Ritchie Valens and Will Ferrell's George W. Bush).  However, the depiction of Cash as musically 
uninspired (see for yourself), personally bland and romantically tepid made me wonder that if Phoenix 
was doing a good job being Cash, aren't there just about five dozen American musicians better worth the 
celluloid?  Reese Witherspoon was good as Johnny's babysitter/love interest June Carter. 

I gave Ray three stars; this gets one-and-a-half.

The last three: Penguins, Sith and Line were my barometer for 2005 critique.  Any critic worth his salt 
should have been able to identify the mediocrity in each.  If any of these made your personal top five 
(i.e. should be nominated for Best Picture), you either don't see enough films to make such a list or are 
too biased to do so.  In any case, stop writing reviews.
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WHAT'S LEFT?  THE BEST OF 2005

Near Misses: Batman Begins and The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.  Quality 
film-making went on here, but great film stays with you for longer than the drive home.

9. Jarhead
Not long ago, Terrence Malick gave us The Thin Plot Line which proved equally as gripping as your 
average meandering filibuster by Grandpa Simpson.  Malick's tagline: "Every man fights his own war" 
struck me as curious as it seemed to apply to nothing in his film.  I figured one day there would be a film 
for which that wonderful line applied.

Surprise.  Here it is: Jarhead, a war film without any war.  You need to know this because if you rent this 
looking for some good battle stuff, you'll be sadly disappointed.  Our hero, Swoff (Jake Gyllenhaal), never 
fires a single shot in anger, but that doesn't make his personal battle any less real.  And his battle-less tale 
is quite compelling.  He and his platoon are all fighting wars of dignity and acceptance and responsibility 
while preparing to engage a never-faced enemy.  This is a reality few people ever encounter.

8. Broken Flowers
Some will claim it has the best ending of the year.  Were it not for Sin City, I would too.  Tell you what, 
it's an ending you simply won't be able to predict.

7. The Producers
Most welcome surprise since Fight Club.

Let me preface this:  I don't like Matthew 
Broderick; I don't like Nathan Lane; I didn't like 
the original Producers.  I haven't enjoyed a Mel 
Brooks screenplay since Silent Movie (1976).  
And the recent Hindenberg-like transformations 
of Phantom and Rent might well have sent the 
message that stage-to-screen is not right for this 
era.

So maybe it was the need to clear Match Point 
from my mind, or maybe I was in the right 
mood – Producers certainly didn't lack for 
cornball and cheese – or maybe I just enjoyed the couple with two teen children who indignantly walked 
out at the first sign of sexual innuendo, but this movie was fun.  Very fun.  Stay-to-the-end-of-the-credits 
fun.  Cynics need not apply. 
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6. Lord of War  
Nobody plays the flawed hero better than Nicolas Cage.  Film after film you want to separate the 
character from his actions, but it can't be done.  It's his blessing and his curse, and it will keep him 
employed for years.

Lord of War is a pull-no-punches look at the kind of men who profited from the end of the Cold War.  I 
won't call it the best beginning, but it has the most memorable opening sequence of the year in which 
the credits overlay the journey of an American made bullet from its creation through a most circuitous 
path, eventually ending in the skull of an African boy.  It's not something you're gonna forget easily.

This is not really an anti-war or anti-gun picture.  It's probably off-putting for those who wanted the film 
to make a greater statement.  Instead, Andrew Niccol's work makes abundantly clear that somebody is 
going to supply African warlords with guns – it may as well be a somebody you like.  If you can deal with 
that thought, Lord of War is an extremely hard-hitting exploration into one man's empty soul. 

 5. Wallace & Gromit in The Curse of the Were-Rabbit
Should run unopposed in the animated Oscar category.

4. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire
I've said it before, I'll say it again: this material was not meant for the big screen.  J. K. Rowling's very 
enjoyable characters need to be fleshed out, not condensed.  That being said, this very compact Potter is 
my favorite of the four, probably because it relies the least on acting.  I don't especially care that 
Michael Gambon makes a lousy Dumbledore; there's too much else to like here, including Mike 
Newell's direction.

And it's about damn time kids were allowed to have longer hair in movies.    

3. Syriana
This blood-for-oil collection struck me at first, but I wasn't truly sure of a top ten spot until I read the 
critique of conservative pundit Victor Davis Hanson (Hollywood's Misunderstood Terrorists, 
12/29/2005): "The film's problem is not just that it predictably presents the bad, ugly sheik as a puppet of 
American Oil interests while the handsome and good independent crown prince is assassinated for 
championing his oppressed people against Western hegemony.  Or that the conniving corporate 
potentates have big bellies and Southern accents…"  
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Let's take the last part first, shall we?  This is a still from the November, 2005 Senate Energy 
Commission hearing:

Testifying, from left, Lee R. Raymond of Exxon Mobil, David J. O'Reilly of Chevron, James J. Mulva of 
ConocoPhillips, Ross Pillari of BP America and John Hofmeister of Shell Oil.  And on the right is the man who 
refused to swear them in: Senator Ted Stevens, Alaska.

"Conniving" doesn't begin to describe this cadre of rich, pork-barrel white guys.  Even the baseball 
players had to be sworn in.  You're right on, Victor Davis: Syriana erred in giving Oilman Danny Dalton 
(Tim Blake Nelson) a Southern accent; he should have an Alaskan one.

Syriana plays a great deal like Stephan Gaghan's own Traffic: several tangentially connected stories all 
revolving around the economy of oil (instead of drugs).  While drug trafficking, cultivating, buying, 
selling, using is all illegal, however, the buying, selling and personal use of oil is not.  And yet, just like 
drugs, oil still engenders immorality and illegality at every microeconomic level; that's spooky.

What I liked best about Gaghan's work was not actually its desire to attack corporate America, but its 
hardly sympathetic handling of Arabs:  some sheiks are described as puppets; rogue Arab agents happily 
engage in torture; Syriana shows how religious fundamentalism is used to engender terrorism by 
manipulating the weak and forgotten.  And in a scene only hinted at in the previews, distraught 
businessman Bryan Woodman (Matt Damon) let's his emotions control his better judgment and actually 
tells a sheik what the rest of the world thinks of Arabs: (I paraphrase) "when the oil goes away (and it 
will go away), you guys will be shit outta luck, and nobody is gonna feel sorry for you because you spent 
exactly 0% of your energy trying to meet the world half-way either economically or socially."  It's about 
time somebody said it.
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2. Crash
Two black guys are exiting a restaurant, the taller one complains of poor service.  His black waitress 
pegged him for a loser "from the start".

"How much did you tip her?"

"Nothing."  

Then they view a white couple a block in front of them.  The lady, seeing the two guys, pulls her man 
just a tad closer.  The complainer notes this and cries racism.  "Do we look like gang-bangers?"  And he's 
right; they don't.  The two could easily pass for UCLA students.  And then the two carjack the white 
couple.

Siskel & Ebert used to have a segment in which they recommended films to the President.  This is the 
one I'd pick.  Crash is entirely about the gray areas of life.  It is a film that clearly understands that good 
and evil are not mutually exclusive no matter how much we like to believe they are.  Are bad people 
capable of good?  Yes.  Are good people still able to make very poor judgment calls?  Yes.  Does political 
or legal authority necessarily equate to moral authority?  Hell no.  And it never will.

Some see Crash as a move about race relations.  I see it as a movie of consequences.  There's deliberate 
coincidence of characters in this film to emphasize the golden rule.  While condemning others, let's not 
forget the wisdom of our own actions.

Crash has the most gripping scene of the year, involving a foreign shopkeep and the daughter of a 
locksmith.  I dare anyone with a soul not to get teary-eyed upon watching it for the first time.

1. Sin City
As far as I'm concerned, 2005 had exactly one (1) 
top 250 film, and this was it.  The Josh Hartnett 
bookends give Sin City the best opening and the 
best closing of the season, and I'd probably rate it 
#1 without them.  

Robert Rodriguez shot these tales of mildly 
successful vigilantes in gorgeous black & white 
with limited but striking single object color 
highlights; the result is one of the most unique 
visions ever to hit the screen.  Yet the beauty is often contrasted with very adult content including 
maiming, torture, execution and a host of other ugliness.  This film is not for everybody.

Sin City is based on graphic novel work by Frank Miller, and as a result, the action fluctuates between 
the mock-real and the comic.  I think the balance works just right.  I also appreciated the political spin 
of Sin City itself: the corrupt mayor hand-in-hand with a corrupt clergy… forgiving, nay practically 
encouraging his malevolent son to indulge in evil.  The police, a small army of thugs, are all in the 
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mayor's pocket. There's no beating the system; you can only hope to micro-accomplish.  It's both 
exaggeration and reality.

Good roles from heroes Bruce Willis and Clive Owen pale in comparison to the stunning revival of 
Mickey Rourke's career with the movie's best character, Marv.  That may be as big a surprise as the film 
itself.

DISCLAIMERS

Films I didn't see:  Only those professionally employed as critics can get to everything.  So I will 
apologize for missing Capote and Good Night, Good Luck.  I'm sure both offered some nice things.  Philip 
Seymour Hoffman has deserved more attention for years.

I make no apologies for Pride & Prejudice; I don't care how good it was – there was absolutely no more 
need for this film than another George Romero Undead film, which I didn't see either.  

I neither make an apology for missing Mad Hot Ba%room, Transamerica or Mrs. Henderson Presents.  Great 
film isn't, has never been and never will be described as having a two week run in an art theater.

THE GLIB SECTION

Shopgirl: Keep the receipt, you'll be needing it.

Doomed

The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants: with that title, do you even want people to see your film?    

Memoirs of a Geisha: Dear Diary, today I learned that "Geisha" means "not in the least bit titillating". 

Proof:

P1:  A Beautiful Mind knockoffs suck ass.

P2:  Proof also advocates the tired premise that mathematical genius and insanity go hand-in-
hand.

Therefore:  Proof sucks ass.

Batman Begins to piss me off

Fantastic Four (out of ten)

The Weather Man:  Partly entertaining with highs in the 2-2 ½ star range with a 10% chance of flurries 
from the theater.
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Saw II much.  Left II late.

Zathura: Whirrrrr –DING!– (Card appears), and reads "Was it really necessary to remake Jumanji?"

Meh-r. and Meh-rs. Smith

Too long for a catnap, too short for a coma: Brokeback Mountain

Jeez, Brokeback, I wish I could quit you, too.

Match Point: near the end there, it got hot for about 10 to 12 seconds before fizzling out completely.

The Great Raid did not involve a refrigerator.  It should have.

The Upside of Anger:  It lets you pan films like this.

The Squid and the Whale and 17 other species that, given the choice, would rather be watching Harry 
Potter.

Æon Flux rhymes with "Theron Sucks".  That's not fair.  The title should have been 
Æthisfuturisticpileofcrapon Flux.

Rent it if you must, or better yet, give it a miss entirely.

The Family Stone: sinks.

Mindhunters:  I'm thinking of a number between 1 ½ & 2 ½.

Look, I'm serious here; I still can't believe anyone named a film: The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. Is 
this a tax write-off thing?

The Matador:  I was gonna see this film, but right when I got to the theater, it disappeared.  Whoa.

Must Love Dogs: Must dig a movie that reviews its audience.

If I didn't mention it, odds are I saw it but didn't feel it merited comment.  Such films include, but are 
not limited to: The Pacifier, Murderba%, Madagascar, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, Hostage, Sahara, Sky 
High, House of Wax, Bewitched, Stealth, Transporter 2, Herbie Fu%y Loaded, The Adventures of Sharkboy and Lava 
Girl 3D,  Pooh's Heffalump Movie, Hide and Seek, Racing Stripes, etc. 

See you next year.  I wish I could quit all y'all.

Jim McManus
January 24, 2006
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BONUS MATERIAL

A Prairie Home Companion
Have you ever been to, say, your niece's 3rd grade play?  You sit there with a plastic smile on your face 
like a clown in a video arcade just dying to be entertained… and it doesn't happen.  That's exactly what 
A Prairie Home Companion feels like.  Please, Lord, I wish to enjoy this film – please, please, please put 
something on the screen that will make me root for this picture.  Of course, PHC doesn't have 3rd 
graders, it has Meryl Streep and Kevin Kline and John C. Reilly and half-a-dozen other people who 
ought to know the difference between humor and this.

Watching this tribute to radio makes one appreciate all that television has to offer. 

Oh dangit.  Is this another Altman?  Of course it is.  All the familiar trappings are there:  tributes to very 
minor league performers, meandering pace, pointless conversations, five-to-ten well-defined but 
superfluous characters… I hated Gosford Park, which puts my personal thumbs down for Robert Altman 
at eight consecutive films (The Company, Dr. T, Cookie's Fortune, Gingerbread Man, Kansas City, Prêt-à-Porter, 
Short Cuts.  Yes, Short Cuts: five stories to hide the fact that not one was worth telling).  Who the Hell 
funds these pictures anyway?  

Altman hasn't figured out that just because we're there doesn't mean you can leave us without a rooting 
interest.

As for the minutiae, you'll find fewer perfect misses than the "Dangerous Woman" in A Prairie Home 
Companion.  Played by Virginia Madsen as a benevolent Angel of Death, this part is miswritten, miscast, 
misacted, miswardrobed, misconceived, and MIA when the film needs something else – and, boy, did it 
need something else.

Note to self:  stop going to Altman films.    

Christmas with the Kranks (2004)
Forgive for the two-year delay on this one – but I first saw it in May of 2006, and it was so horrible that 
it deserves mention after the fact.  There's a special place in Hell reserved for films like this, and it has 
earned my scorn years after the fact.

Christmas with the Kranks is darn near a perfect disaster.  Bad heroes.  Bad plot.  Bad action.  Bad 
message.  And that isn't worst of it – but I'll get to that later.

We follow the tale of two squishy and vaguely dislikable Illinois suburbanites straight out of the Home 
Alone block party.   (Kranks was written by Christopher Columbus).  Parents Tim Allen and Jamie Lee 
Curtis have lost their child abroad over the holidays to the Peace Corps, and in turn have decided to 
skip Christmas and go on a cruise.  Well, go right ahead, why don't you?  The neighborhood rebel in me 
believes they should have been non-conformists years ago.  
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The nature of events that follow is beyond contrived: at work, Mr. Crank is called "Scrooge".  His 
secretary complains of having to get her annual gift of perfume at Wal-Mart.  The neighborhood bullies 
them into decorating.  (Can you imagine teeming the locals en masse together to force somebody to 
celebrate Christmas?)  The Kranks even make the front page of the local newspaper for a failure to 
decorate their house.  Slow news day?  Good thing there's not a war going on.  

Check out how far the plot goes for a cheapie:  Mr. Krank and Mrs. Krank meet at the local mall to 
avoid the neighborhood mob.  He buys a skimpy bikini for her and insists they go to a tanning salon, so 
they'll "fit in" on the cruise.  She reluctantly agrees.  During her session, Squiggy walks in (does this 
happen a lot at mall salons?)  She bangs her head in alarm and goes to the front desk to ask for a Band-
Aid where – lo and behold – the local clergyman walks by to frown on Jamie Lee Curtis wearing a bikini 
in December.  My, how embarrassing.  Wow, that's so far for so little.  

Hey, I can play this stupid game, too: ok, there's a hair-do contest on the block.  Mrs. Krank insists to 
her stylist that she doesn't need a cut because she's trying to grow her hair out.  Mr. Krank arrives home 
with a set of combs a la The Gift of the Magi (maybe it's a family heirloom or something).  She 
reluctantly agrees to wear them.  During breakfast, she gets a comb stuck in the toaster, her hair gets 
singed and she has company coming over in two hours!  She goes to her salon, but they're on break, so 
she goes to the place next door and while she's getting her hair done, her stylist walks by and sees her 
being worked on by a rival.  Shocking!  Do you see how terrible this writing is?  That took 30 seconds of 
thought, and it doesn't belong in a sitcom, let alone the big screen.  

But the worst part is the underlying fascist conformism of the celebration of Christmas.  People in 
unison are truly upset that the Kranks are not partaking, to the point of picketing and mistreating our 
"heroic" milquetoasts.  Can you not imagine it?  Have you never before encountered somebody who 
didn't celebrate Christmas?  It's not evil.  It's not even bad manners.  It goes with our rights as 
Americans.  And holiday spirit and good cheer have absolutely nothing to do with railroading your 
neighbors into buying expensive Christmas trees or forcing them to erect monuments to Frosty the 
Snowman.   This community is about as diverse as a Stepford wife reunion.  Picture it: an entire 
community filled with homogenous conservative lily-white toadies who get their jollies masturbating to 
the rhetoric of Karl Rove.  Who would want to live in a neighborhood like that?  (Well, besides Karl 
Rove, of course).

Blah.
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